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T
hermal management of semiconductor

devices and integrated circuits [from digi-

tal to analog and power radio frequency

(RF) and microwave circuits] is a well-

known critical issue in modern electronic

design. Technology advances, such as device down-

scaling to increase the maxi-

mum operating frequency and

the use of wide-bandgap semi-

conductors [such as silicon car-

bide and (SiC) and gallium

nitride (GaN)] with breakdown

voltages one order of magni-

tude larger than in convention-

al III-V compounds, have sig-

nificantly increased power

densities in compound semi-

conductor microwave and mm-

wave transistors, thus making effective thermal design

a key point for successful technology development.

Heating is an issue also in Si-based RF technologies, as

in lateral double diffused metal oxide semiconductor

(LDMOS) devices; however, despite the impressive

total RF power such devices exhibit, the power density

is in fact much lower, of the order of 1 W/mm against

10 W/mm or more in GaN high electron mobility tran-

sistor HEMTs; gallium arsenide GaAs FETs have simi-

lar or somewhat larger power densities than LDMOS,

but with poorer substrate ther-

mal conductivity. Self-heating

not only is a major limitation to

the device reliability (through

thermal instabilities, hot spot

formation, and thermal run-

away), but also affects [some-

times in a subtle way, e.g.,

when long-term thermal mem-

ory affects the device linearity

(see the “Dynamic Thermal

Modeling” section)] the device

performance. In many applications, a critical role is

also played by the transient thermal response.

Examples are pulsed-mode high-power amplifiers

(HPAs) (RF and microwave). RF power circuit design
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therefore increasingly needs to be supported by reli-

able electrothermal semiconductor device models,

whose development requires accurate nonlinear

dynamic thermal models, which may ultimately be

derived from complex three-dimensional (3-D) multi-

physics analysis techniques, to be coupled with tem-

perature-dependent electrical compact models, suit-

able for the integration in circuit computer aided

design (CAD) environments. In fact, even though

fully-coupled 3-D or even quasi-two-dimensional (2-

D) physics-based electrothermal models would accu-

rately reproduce the dynamic electrothermal interac-

tion, the related computational burden most often pre-

vents their use in simulating the device performance

under practical operating conditions, also accounting

for the interaction with other active or passive devices.

The Thermal Model
Semiconductor device thermal analysis can be final-

ized to different goals, ranging from the technological

level (e.g., optimization of the device mounting and

layout) to the electrical level (e.g., investigation on how

temperature affects the device electrical performance).

A preliminary condition is, in all cases, the availability

of reliable data for the thermal conductivity and the

specific heat of the relevant materials, from semicon-

ductors (sometimes exotic and recently developed like

GaN or with a large variety of crystal polytypes with

different thermal properties, like SiC) to metals and

dielectrics [1]. All material parameters should, in prin-

ciple, include nonlinearities, i.e., the temperature

dependency. A crucial role in assessing the validity of

model parameters and of simulation techniques is of

course played by the availability of device-level ther-

mal measurements, including both averaged parame-

ters (such as the thermal resistance) and detailed sur-

face temperature maps. Under this framework, the

proposed measurement techniques vary from standard

pulse characterization [2] to optical photolumines-

cence mapping [3], [4], Raman spectroscopy [5], and

photocurrent measurements [6].

The purpose of thermal modeling (and therefore the

simulation approaches and tools of choice), also

depends on the kind of analysis required. At the tech-

nological level, thermal modeling focuses on evaluat-

ing the device temperature distribution (see the “Heat

Equation and Temperature Distribution” section),

while at the electrical level (where such detailed infor-

mation typically is redundant and scarcely manage-

able), an averaged thermal resistance, to be coupled to

an electrical (temperature-dependent) device model in

order to yield a self-consistent electrothermal model, is

a more convenient choice (see the “Thermal Resistance

Models” section). However, in modern RF and

microwave communication systems exploiting broad-

band modulation schemes, the slow dynamic device

response, also related to thermal effects, plays a signifi-

cant role, making the issue of accurate dynamic thermal

modeling (yielding the time-dependent temperature

distribution, and the device thermal impedance) very

hot today, as discussed in the “Dynamic Thermal

Modeling” section.

Heat Equation and Temperature Distribution
Ideally, the detailed temperature distribution inside the

device volume yields a complete picture of the thermal

behavior. Under this respect, numerical simulation is

able to resolve temperature variations at a submicron

scale, and can therefore perform better than most exper-

imental techniques, which are typically limited in spa-

tial resolution and, often, to the surface of the active

device [7], [8]. However, an exact device-level thermal

model calls for the solution of the heat equation over

the device volume in the presence of a self-consistent

dissipated power distribution, which in turn has to be

identified from the solution of a physics-based trans-

port model, like for instance the drift-diffusion or

hydrodynamic (see, e.g., [9]). 

The resulting self-consistent physics-based coupled

electrothermal model is, unfortunately, extremely

demanding from a computational standpoint, particular-

ly when the device structure under consideration is

described through a realistic 3-D approach, including

large-scale features such as the thermal mounting. In fact,

this turns out to be a typical multiphysics problem, where

the spatial scale of the relevant physical effects can vary

over several orders of magnitude, from the submicron

scale typical of the electric operation (electric field and car-

rier density distributions), to the millimeter or even cen-

timeter scale typical of heat flow. 

Furthermore, while electrical simulations are often

restricted to the 2-D case, because of the nature of elec-

tron transport inside the device, accurate heat flow

simulations do require a fully 3-D approach. As a

result, the discretization mesh should be very dense

over the active device area and coarser over all the

other parts of the device that play little or no role in

electrical simulations but need to be included for the

thermal analysis (e.g., substrate, metal layers, heat

sinks, etc.). Numerical multigrid approaches (in which

the thermal and electrical models are discretized on

different meshes, individually optimized for the

respective spatial scale), or a simplified treatment of

the heat boundary conditions [10] have been proposed

in the past to make the approach viable; however,

although most of the available physics-based simula-

tion tools today allow for the self-consistent coupling

of the heat equation to the transport equation, the

practical use is confined to idealized 2-D cases, and

the accurate modeling of realistic, 3-D large-scale

devices still is beyond reach.

Even neglecting consistency in a physics-based,

microscopic sense, the 3-D solution of the heat equation

with an assigned dissipated power density is the kind
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of analysis typically required, e.g., for the device tech-

nological evaluation. Well known heuristic rules,

derived from physics-based simulations or measure-

ments, enable to approximate the dissipated power dis-

tribution with a number of constant or Gaussian

sources (whose exact position and shape is however in

some cases somewhat controversial, see [11]). The

knowledge of the detailed temperature distribution on

the device surface allows optimizing the layout (e.g., by

decreasing the thermal coupling between parallel gates

or emitters), estimating the device reliability (from the

maximum channel or junction temperature), and opti-

mizing the substrate thickness or the mounting. 

Nonetheless, the very solution of the heat equation

(also in the simplest case of stationary, dc conditions)

poses various problems. The 3-D meshing problem is

alleviated but not completely solved, since the volume

where the dissipated power is significant is very small

(micron scale) compared to the device dimensions

(mm scale at least); this requires again the cumbersome

management of extremely nonuniform grids, with pos-

sible inaccuracies in the problem solution and, in gen-

eral, a worse numerical conditioning, which often

becomes critical when the material parameters are tem-

perature-dependent, and therefore the heat equation

nonlinear. Nonlinearity is a difficult problem in itself,

in most cases alleviated by the application of the

Kirchhoff transformation [12], which allows to lin-

earize the heat equation. Unfortunately, its exact appli-

cation is limited to the case of homogenous materials.

This is rarely the case in practical devices, which typi-

cally exploit inhomogeneous multilayered or fully 3-D

geometries. For the general case of T-dependent materi-

al parameters, an approximate application is only pos-

sible for piecewise nonhomogeneous structures [13],

while for time-varying (dynamic) analysis approxima-

tions are mandatory [14], [15]. Furthermore, fast, quasi-

3-D (or 2.5-dimensional) planar solution methods,

based on Fourier series or Green’s function approach-

es, fail to capture fully 3-D geometries (although in

some cases they can be modified to include, e.g., the

effects of the metallizations [16]), and are not generally

applicable to multilayered media with temperature-

dependent parameters. In conclusion, the only safe

approach to the large-scale temperature simulation of

realistic device structures appears to be today the

direct, three-dimensional solution of the heat equation

via finite element (FEM) discretization; to this aim, sev-

eral commercial software tools are available on the

market, e.g., [17]–[19]. It should be stressed that,

although such tools are today quite efficient and flexi-

ble from a computational standpoint, most of the prob-

lem solving time is spent in training the program user

(sometimes a not overly enthusiastic Ph.D. student),

and in setting up a working 3-D mesh.

As an example of a finite element heat equation

solution for a multifinger HEMT (12 × 200 μm) on

AlGaN/GaN, Figure 1 shows the discretization of one

quarter of the device with the resulting grid, and the

temperature profile for a dissipated power of 4 W. 

Thermal Resistance Models
FEM-based 3-D models are too computationally inten-

sive to be exploited within a circuit design environ-

ment, e.g., in connection with a self-consistent elec-

trothermal circuit-level compact model; moreover, the

information they provide is redundant. Electrical-level

thermal modeling should yield an average or maxi-

mum value of the device active region temperature as a

function of the total dissipated power, possibly derived

Figure 1. Example of layout exploited in FEM thermal simulations. One quarter of a 12 × 200 μm AlGaN/GaN multifinger
HEMT. (a) Nonuniform mesh discretizazion and (b) temperature profile. The dissipated power is 4 W, and the maximum tem-
perature in the gates is, in this case, roughly 80 °C. 
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in turn as a time-varying unknown that depends on the

device instantaneous working point. To this purpose,

the so called thermal resistance approach is widely

exploited, in which the temperature increase in the

device active volume is related to the dissipated electri-

cal power by a lumped model (often associated to an

equivalent thermal network, as shown in Figure 2). This

allows evaluating the temperature of a limited number

of thermal nodes, corresponding to physical hot spots

on the device layout. 

In the simplest case, the active area of an electrical

device reduces to a single thermal node and the thermal

network to a simple resistance. However, this simplifi-

cation may be inaccurate in multifinger (multigate or

multiemitter) devices where the active region tempera-

ture undergoes significant variations along (and across)

the device fingers; in this case, each finger should be

divided into subsections, each one having its own tem-

perature and its equivalent thermal network also

accounting for thermal coupling between subsections.

In the static (dc) case, and neglecting the material non-

linearity, the thermal network can be derived by repeat-

edly solving the heat equation through FEM 3-D

approaches and by surface temperature averaging

and/or heat source lumping; in this case, the output

nodal temperature of the thermal network can be iden-

tified as a linear combination, through self and mutual

thermal resistances, of the powers dissipated in each

output node. More advanced methods rely on system-

oriented approaches like model reduction identification

tools [20], [21]. In many cases, the Green’s function

approach seems to be especially useful for the extraction

of the thermal network, as it aims at the evaluation of

the temperature distribution only for selected observa-

tion or injection points in the device [16], [21], but it is

inherently restricted to the linear case, and therefore can

be exploited only when the Kirchhoff transformation is

applicable. The identification of a nonlinear equivalent

thermal network still is a problem, although simplified

system-level approaches can be applied to this purpose.

Thermal resistance models can be effectively exploit-

ed as technology level models since they yield a concise

picture of the device thermal behavior, which can help in

assessing the available technology choices. As an exam-

ple, Figure 3 shows the impact of substrate and mount-

ing choices [backside on SiC or flip-chip (FC) on AlN,

diamond or ideal heat sink] and nonlinearity on the ther-

mal resistance of a 1 mm (10 × 100 μm) AlGaN/GaN

HEMT on SiC from SELEX SI. 

Dynamic Thermal Modeling 
Although temperature does not respond as fast as the

electrical variables to an external excitation, because of

the slower dynamics involved in the very nature of heat

flow, exact dynamic thermal models for electron devices

are still difficult to be identified or extracted. Very often,

simplified models are exploited, based on the bare idea

that a cut-off frequency must exist, above which temper-

ature is in some sense frozen and cannot vary following

the fast variation of the instantaneous dissipated electri-

cal power. According to this approach, thermal models

are often limited to the identification of a reasonable time

constant to set the limit of the thermal dynamics. The

device is then modeled by a first-order dynamic system,

i.e., a simple resistance-capacitance (RC) thermal circuit,

where R is given by the thermal resistance, while the

capacitance is set in order to yield the cut-off frequency

corresponding to the chosen time constant. 

Unfortunately, as will be shown further on, results

based on more accurate thermal models point out

that the thermal impedance of an electron device (i.e.,

the temperature response to a small-signal time-

varying sinusoidal dissipated power) has a frequen-

cy behavior often far from being comparable to a

simple, single-pole RC circuit low-pass response,

Figure 2. Electron device equivalent thermal network
[26]. Indices i and j refer to different thermal nodes
(i.e., either different devices or fingers of the same
device); �T is the corresponding temperature raise with
respect to reference (ambient) temperature.
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showing on the contrary a much slower decay at low

frequency. This is not unexpected, since the dynamic

heat equation corresponds to a distributed system,

with nonrational frequency-domain transfer func-

tions, whose detailed behavior is directly related to

the large-scale multilayered inhomogeneous struc-

ture (semiconductor substrate, composite mounting,

heat sink); higher-order RC circuits are therefore

required to approximate, on a given frequency band-

width, the complex frequency behavior of the ther-

mal impedance.

Dynamic thermal models can be divided into two

main categories: numerical models based on the space

(FEM) and time discretization of the heat equation,

including material nonlinearities in the thermal conduc-

tivity and specific heat [12]; semianalytical models,

where the dynamic heat equation is given a closed-form

solution in simple geometries and for ideal point, or

line, heat sources. More complex geometries and/or

heat sources can be recovered using source superposi-

tion (see, e.g., [22], where the thermal impedance is eval-

uated by approximating the heat source through a

superposition of spherical sources) and enforcing the

boundary conditions with the images technique, or by

partitioning the device volume into subdomains cou-

pled through proper interface conditions, in order to

build an equivalent thermal network of the complex

device. Examples may be found in [23] and [24]; in par-

ticular the latter presents such a methodology applied to

the analysis of IGBTs. These approaches exploit the

Kirchhoff transformation, therefore the remarks given

above apply.

The use of simple time-domain excitations (pulses or

steps) enables to reproduce the dynamic response over

all relevant time scales, although they require accurate,

adaptive time discretization to manage widely different

time scales, and proper techniques to transform the

response into frequency domain (more suited to CAD

simulators). As an example of the kind of results that

can be achieved with the FEM heat equation solution,

Figure 4 reports the normalized frequency dependency

of the device thermal impedance of the AlGaN/GaN

HEMT device with different mounting setups, whose

static (thermal resistance) behavior was shown in

Figure 3 [25]. Figure 5 shows instead the frequency-

domain elements of the (2 × 2) thermal impedance

matrix for a two-finger heterojunction bipolar transistor

(HBT) device from SELEX SI, directly extracted through

the spherical sources approach [22], complemented by

the application of the images method to impose adia-

batic boundary conditions at the substrate periphery,

see [26], [27]. 

Let us finally address the material nonlinearity issue

in the dynamic case. Due to the T-dependency of the

material parameters and to the dispersive nature of the

thermal problem, the thermal impedance will change as a

function of the dissipated power level. In such case a

Figure 5. Magnitude of the thermal impedance matrix
elements of a two-finger AlGaAs/GaAs HBT device from 
SELEX SI [25].
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system-level description, valid for any input dissipated

power excitation waveform, can be derived by applying

well-established results from the modeling of nonlinear

dynamic systems. Approximate device thermal models

can be based on Wiener, Hammerstein or Wiener-

Hammerstein approaches [28]; as an example, Figure 6

shows that a Wiener-like model, based on the cascade of

a memory-less nonlinear block followed by a linear filter,

is able to accurately reproduce the transient thermal

response of the AlGaN/GaN HEMT of Figure 4 at differ-

ent power levels. Besides being suited to be implemented

into CAD tools, the Wiener approach is readily identified

with a two step procedure: first the static simulation, at

various power dissipation levels, is performed in order to

identify the nonlinear block; then only one time-domain

simulation at a low level of dissipation (linear case) suf-

fices to identify the frequency dependent block. 

Electrothermal Simulation and Results
Coupling a suitable thermal model to an electrical

model allows for the investigation of some critical

effects occurring in power RF and microwave devices.

The examples discussed here concern the stability of III-

V based HBTs and the dispersion in the intermodulation

behavior of power GaN HEMTs due to the thermal feed-

back. All these phenomena cannot be addressed unless

a fully coupled electrothermal model is adopted. Similar

issues and modeling solution techniques are also pre-

sent in Si RF LDMOS devices, see, e.g., [29]–[31]. 

A preliminary remark refers to the fact that power

microwave devices such as HBTs, heterostructure field

effect transistors (HFETs), HEMTs (but also Si LDMOS)

most often are characterized by a multifinger layout to

decrease parasitic resistances and to allow for scalabili-

ty. In this case, it is sometimes necessary to extract an

electrical model for each device finger in order to cou-

ple it to a multiport thermal model allowing for the

description of the thermal cross-coupling among the

various device parts. 

This is particularly relevant for multifinger HBTs,

where current collapse instabilities are due to thermal

effects combined with device asymmetries. Current col-

lapse is a sudden decrease in the output collector cur-

rent as a function of the collector-emitter voltage.

Collapse causes degradation in the HBT power capabil-

ities, and possibly device failure due to thermal run-

away. Self-consistent electrothermal HBT simulations

have been widely used to assess the current collapse

onset mechanism; this is due to current hogging

induced by small layout or finger-to-finger electrical

asymmetries whereby, with increasing temperature, a

single device finger drains all the device current while

the other fingers are ultimately turned off. HBT thermal

simulations allow for the identification of the thermal

coupling, and allow for layout optimization or the

design of suitable emitter or base resistive ballasting.

In the vast majority of cases, HBT stability analysis

through electrothermal simulations is based on the

thermal resistance approach [32], where all thermal

dynamic effects are neglected. However, experimental

evidence shows that the onset of the instability occurs

at different collector voltages in static or pulsed dc mea-

surements, thus suggesting that the phenomenon is

affected by significant dispersion, to be also attributed

to thermal dynamical effects. 

A full investigation of a SELEX SI HBT technology on

GaAs has been carried out, including the thermal analy-

sis of various devices (two, four, and eight fingers; some

results have been already presented in the previous sec-

tions) and the estimation of dc and small-signal electri-

cal performances [26], [27]. Each HBT finger has been

modeled in dc through a modified Gummel-Poon

model, where temperature impacts the current gain β

and the reverse collector saturation current through the

T-dependency of the material energy gap [27]. The

dynamic electrical part is added by means of a standard

set of capacitances (one between the intrinsic collector

and base, the second between the intrinsic and the

extrinsic emitter contacts), that in some modeling

approaches are also made temperature dependent [33].

A time delay between emitter and collector currents was

also added. The electrical model has been coupled with

the thermal impedance evaluated as explained in the

previous section (see Figure 5 for the two-finger HBT).

The self-consistent electrothermal simulations have

been carried out at the circuit level by an in-house sim-

ulator implementing the Harmonic Balance, frequency

domain approach. Figure 7 shows the dc output charac-

teristics, including the current collapse. Moving to

dynamic conditions, the dc component of the collector

current is shown as an answer to a single tone base cur-

rent excitation superimposed to the dc value at two dif-

ferent frequencies. Significant dispersion is observed on

the value of collector voltage where current collapse

takes place. Notice that in this particular simulation no

trap effects are present, so that all memory (dispersive)

Figure 7. Current collapse of three multifinger
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT devices in static and dynamic condi-
tions. IB,DC = 0.4; 0.8; 1.6 μA. IB,AC = 0.3; 0.6; 1.2 μA.
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phenomena are to be ascribed entirely to thermal

dynamics. It is important to remark that thermal effects

play a significant role also at very high frequencies (as

can be seen by the marked difference between the 1

MHz and the 1 GHz excitation), showing that the fre-

quency decrease of the thermal impedance is extremely

slow compared to a single pole RC network.

Instability problems are peculiar of bipolar devices:

in fact, the active device self-heating may act as an

effective positive feedback, basically due to the current

increase with temperature. FET based devices, instead,

are intrinsically immune to this kind of problems, since

in this case device self-heating mainly degrades carrier

mobility in the semiconductor, thus decreasing the

drain current. The net effect is equivalent to a negative

feedback that, equalizing the several current contribu-

tions, makes multifinger devices inherently stable.

In the field of power amplifier design, great interest is

given to the impact of thermal effects on device nonlin-

earities. In fact, accurate modeling of intermodulation

products (IMPs) allows for the design of high linearity

modules, either by exploiting the device sweet spots or by

using proper predistorting stages. This issue is particular-

ly important for advanced wireless communication sys-

tems, characterized by nonconstant envelope broadband

modulation schemes: in this case the design of power

modules, especially for base stations, is extremely

demanding in term of linearity and efficiency. Broadband

signals are influenced not only by the instantaneous non-

linearities typical of the electrical device operation at high

frequencies, but also by long-term memory effects such as

the ones related to thermal dynamics. Under this respect,

the design of advanced power amplifiers requires the

device to be described by a full electrothermal model,

including nonstatic thermal effects. The latter, as

explained in the previous section, can be described by a

thermal impedance network in the linear case, or, more

generally, by a system-oriented nonlinear dynamic model.

Among high-power compound semiconductor

microwave and RF technologies, AlGaN/GaN HEMT

have shown appealing performances in terms of power

density. A fully self consistent electrothermal model

extracted and tailored on the coplanar power GaN

HEMTs on SiC already seen in the previous sections will

be used to gain insight into the impact of thermal effects

on amplifier linearity. The FET model is a cubic Curtice

[34], with temperature dependent parameters (see [25]

for additional details). The thermal behavior is modeled

by the Wiener approach (see Figure 6), with the dynam-

ic part approximated through a multipole rational trans-

fer function, cascaded with a nonlinear memoryless

block. The electrothermal model has been implemented

within the Agilent advanced design system (ADS) envi-

ronment exploiting a symbolic defined device (SDD)

block. The model has been fitted on dc, pulsed dc, multi-

bias scattering parameters, time-domain RF waveforms

and the Pin-Pout output characteristics [25].

Interesting results on nonlinear performance is

observed in the simulated Pin-Pout curves on opti-

mum loads, shown in Figure 8. To highlight the effect

of different thermal dynamic modeling choices, the

full-dynamic model is compared to an isothermal

one, in which the temperature is kept constant at the

value assumed at quiescent bias point, i.e., the two

models are equivalent for zero output power. The

results relative to single tone excitation, at class A,

AB, and B bias, are reported in Figure 8. For class A

operation, the simplified model does not take into

account the cooling effect on the device of the RF for

large signal input power, thus underestimating the

actual output power (more than 1 dBm in the present

case) in a sort of worst case approach. On the con-

trary, the same strategy applied in class B (at dc the

device is in this case cold and becomes hotter and hot-

ter for increasing RF power), leads to overestimating

the output power. In the present case, class AB opera-

tion is a sort of average condition in which the results

from both models are comparable.

To highlight the role of thermal feedback on device

nonlinearity, let us consider the third order IMPs

(IMP3s), a typical figure of merit (FOM) to assess the

amplifier linearity in case of a two-tone excitation.

Thermal memory effects lead to IMP3 asymmetries (in

the upper and lower products) and dependence on tone

spacing [35], in a way similar to the one introduced by

bias networks used for dc feed and RF blocks. IMP3

asymmetry and dispersion make the design of predis-

tortion circuits extremely critical, and should be possi-

bly reduced, or at least accurately modeled.

Figure 9 compares the IMP3 for the same GaN

power amplifier of Figure 8, evaluated through differ-

ent electrothermal models, as a function of the tone

spacing. In addition to results from the full dynamic,

and to the already mentioned isothermal model, Figure

9 also shows, for the sake of comparison, the IMP3s

from two additional models a single-pole low-pass

Figure 8. Single tone simulation of the 1 mm GaN based
HEMT device from SELEX SI. All simulated results are at
4 GHz on optimum load for power.
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model (cut-off frequency of 10 Hz) and a nonlinear

memoryless model (implying that the temperature

variation instantaneously follows the RF modulation).

The different behavior of the predicted IMP3s is evi-

dent, and can be related to the amount of electrother-

mal feedback, that is null for the isothermal model, and

increasingly significant for the single pole low-pass,

the full-dynamic, and finally the nonlinear memoryless

model. In fact, IMP3s can be approximately interpreted

as originating from two contributions: the device elec-

trical nonlinearity (electrical IMP3s), and the mixing

between second-order IMPs in the device temperature

(caused by second-order IMPs in the instantaneous

dissipated power) and the signal fundamental fre-

quency (thermal IMP3s). Such a mixing occurs because

of the temperature sensitivity of the device current. In

the case considered, the two contributions cancel each

other; moreover, the magnitude of second-order IMPs

in the instantaneous temperature greatly depends on

the dynamic low-frequency response of the thermal

model. For the static nonlinear model, the magnitude

of thermal IMP3s is not influenced by tone spacing,

and cancellation is most effective. In the low-pass or

isothermal model, thermal IMP3s are virtually sup-

pressed, and the total IMP3s are maximized. In the full-

dynamic, more accurate model, the amount of cancel-

lation depends on the tone spacing, since the IMP2s in

the instantaneous temperature are stronger for small

tone spacing, weaker for large tone spacing, leading to

the result in Figure 9. Cleary, the detailed IMP3 behav-

ior critically depends on the thermal impedance fre-

quency response at low frequency. For a more detailed

discussion, see [25] and [35].

When the dynamic part of the thermal impedance

is a very slow decreasing function of frequency, elec-

trothermal simulations may also be critical from the

standpoint of CAD implementation and numerical

solution. The two-tone simulation can serve as an

example to highlight this point. For such a simulation,

and more in general for modulated narrowband sig-

nals, the harmonic balance solution technique is often

replaced by the widely known envelope strategy, pre-

senting relevant advantages on the computational

standpoint. However, the envelope algorithm relies

upon the assumption of negligible overlapping

between the envelopes spectra centered on the carrier

harmonics. With slow decaying thermal impedances,

this assumption may become inaccurate because of

the envelope broadening emphasized by the presence

of the thermal nonlinearities. To point out the insuffi-

cient accuracy of the envelope approach for the pre-

sent case, the harmonic balance have been used as a

reference solution for two-tone analysis carried out on

the same GaN HEMT previously described. The

results are shown in Figure 10: the temperature wave-

form from the self-consistent electrothermal model

clearly shows the presence of residual high frequency

components, overlapped to the low frequency enve-

lope of the two tone modulation. Such a ripple is not

compatible with the assumption underlying the enve-

lope simulation, which, in this case, would have led to

inaccurate results. 

Conclusions
Compound semiconductor power RF and microwave

device modeling requires, in many cases, the use of self-

consistent electrothermal equivalent circuits. The slow

thermal dynamics and the thermal nonlinearity should be

accurately included in the model; otherwise, some

response features subtly related to the detailed frequency

behavior of the slow thermal dynamics would be inaccu-

rately reproduced or completely distorted. Two examples

have been shown, concerning current collapse in HBTs and

modeling of IMPs in GaN HEMTs. Accurate thermal mod-

eling can be made compatible with circuit-oriented CAD

tools through a proper choice of system-level approxima-

tion; in the discussion presented we have exploited a

Figure 10. Temperature variation as a function of time in
a class A two tone simulation with 4 GHz center frequency,
5 MHz tone spacing and 24 dBm input power.
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Wiener approach, but of course the strategy should be tai-

lored to the specific problem under consideration.
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